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ULTIMATE SNEAKER DISPLAY COLLECTIONS
By: Michael Boeswald (@bozzy31-Twitter)

How long have you been collecting shoes?

I’ve been passively collecting for a few years now, during the
lockdown in March – May is when I really increased my
collection. I found myself with a lot more time than usual, so I
spent that finding the sneakers I wanted at good prices.  

Top 3 sneakers in your collection & why?

 #1 – Nike Dunk High Osaka Dotonbori  These may not be well
known or as hyped as a lot of the others in my collection but they’re
my favourite. Aside from being a dunk, they represent Japan to me.
A few years ago, a close friend of mine since childhood got married
in Japan, and our close group of friends went over to celebrate the
wedding in Kyoto and Reception in Tokyo. It was a trip of a lifetime,
and I’ve returned since. The subtle details in this shoe such as the
sole having a street map of Osaka along with coming in a wooden
box are remarkable. I was lucky enough to find these in excellent
condition with the original wooden box. Only 400 were ever made
and they were released in 2005.  

#2 – OG Air Presto These will have a lot more recognition than the
Osaka Dunks – I love everything about this shoe. The colorway, the
silhouette, and of course the hype. I think Virgil did an amazing job
with this shoe and this was one of the shoes that got me into the
sneaker game.  

#3 – Bapesta x Marvel – Thor Released in 2005 Marvel x Bapesta
released these shoes along with other themes such as the Hulk. I was
excited when I found these DS still in the original packaging. Their
packaging is done in a blister pack as an homage to collectible action
figures.  

Any shoes you’re currently hunting for?

Always! Currently the top of my list is DS MCA’s (with the box lol)
and the new Civilist x Nike Dunk.  

How much is your collection worth?
 
I’ve been lucky to find a lot of these shoes over the past few years at
good deals. I would estimate the current value of my collection at
north of $40,000
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